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Les Mills On Demand - promo, lesmills.com Body Combat, lesmills.com Body Blast, lesmills.com Body Attack, lesmills.com Les Mills. Les Mills on
demand has been the secret workout of all workout fanatics,. by les mills body combat *Les Mills On Demand. lesmills.com.Pages Monday, 12
December 2013 Friendship, the cousin of love. Not many people know about friendship. It doesn't get the right attention. It is like silence. It is so
subtle and its description is so difficult. This is why there is silence around it. Friendship is about understanding. You understand someone when
you have gone through similar experiences or when you are very close to the one that you befriend. If not, it is difficult to understand them. You can
understand a situation, but not a person. It takes time. There can never be an instant friendship. If you have never been good with friends, it would
take time. You need to become friends. A friend does not have to be an instant buddy. It can be a slow building process. The thing about friendship
is that it can last a lifetime. The friend may become old and may no longer be able to go through the same experiences, but they can share moments
in their life. They can understand each other. Saturday, 10 December 2013 Diamonds are forever. Diamonds will last a lifetime. They will always
keep their beauty. Diamond is the only material that is non-reactive to any element and can never be consumed by the environment. Diamond takes
the color and shine from everything that touches them. Saturday, 3 December 2013 Oh, You So Exotic Oh, you so exotic. You are still so fresh. You
still feel new. Can you still feel new when the skin is covered with grey? Is there life without color? You can still feel beautiful when your eyes are
not young. Do you still feel beautiful when your lips are like an old man? Are you still fresh when you are no longer attractive? You can still be
beautiful when you are a shadow of your old self. Saturday, 26 November 2013 The thing that makes us closer. The thing that makes us closer is
when we are able to share memories, feel and understand each other
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